Dear Friends,

July 18, 2018

We have some exciting family news. We will soon be grandparents. Elisabeth and Naut are
expecting a baby in September and Marah and Chaut are expecting a baby in February! We are so
thankful! Also, Kristi’s gallbladder removal has solved the majority of her stomachache problems.
She has been feeling much better.
We handed out 350 appreciation bags to soldiers that are doing basic training. Pray that souls will
be reached through this. Also, we and our church members spent June giving our neighbors the
same type of gift bags filled with snacks, an invitation to church, a tract, and a
Genesis/John/Romans. As a result of this outreach, one lady invited a teenage girl to church. After
coming for a few weeks, she got saved!
We are excited about our newest outreach: English in the Workplace. We are teaching free English
classes that are custom tailored for specific career needs. We hope to use this as a way to make
new contacts in hopes of sharing the Gospel with them. Kristi just began teaching three ladies at
the hospital. They are all dentists, so she is helping them learn how to speak English with their
foreign patients. Richard will soon begin teaching another group. Please pray for us as we try to use
these classes to not only help people do their jobs better, but more importantly to help them come
to know Jesus.
It has been many years since all of our deaf people either moved away or quit attending church.
Though our burden for the deaf has remained, we began to think that a deaf ministry was no longer
God’s plan for us. Then a few weeks ago, a deaf lady began coming each Sunday. We are excited
about this, but please pray for Kristi as she feels very challenged in interpreting after many years of
not using sign language much.
We are rejoicing in all that God is doing here, but we have also been discouraged. Satan has been
attacking left and right. We are having problems with disunity in the church. Also, we have a
member who is having some major sin issues. Please pray for Richard to have wisdom in dealing
with these problems. Pray for us to keep our focus on God and not on the problems. Thank you for
your help and prayers. Whether we are facing triumphs or trials, it is good to know that we have a
team of prayer warriors interceding for us and for the people here in Thailand.
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